Dramatic differences
Kyle Baasch
It is a privilege to read Asad Haider’s critical response to

works are better equipped to understand their theoret-

my article, ‘The Theatre of Economic Categories: Redis-

ical orientation than a philosopher trained in an envir-

covering Capital in the late 1960s’ in Radical Philosophy

onment in which Hegel’s writings were imported the day

2.08).1 His enthusiastic defence of Althusser’s theor-

before yesterday and subjected to famously tendentious

etical innovation allows one to witness the impact of

interpretations. Haider curiously suggests that such a

Reading Capital on a disciple who takes its practical im-

claim ‘clash[es] dramatically with the young Karl Marx’

plications seriously. However, the central intention of my

simply because in 1843 Marx wanted to publish French

essay was to enumerate the dramatic differences between

and German articles in the same journal.2 More rep-

Reading Capital and Capital itself, and my convictions

resentative is Marx’s famous 1858 letter to Ferdinand

are only confirmed by Haider’s lack of reference to any of

Lasalle, in which he describes his work as ‘economics as a

Marx’s writings beyond a solitary passing mention in a

science [Wissenschaft] in the German sense of the word.’3

footnote. Reading Capital may be internally coherent and

Like every other European philosopher of the nineteenth

inspiring – Haider’s arguments testify to this – but that

century, he took the distinction between French and Ger-

alone does not make it a reading of Capital. In reply, I will

man intellectual traditions for granted.

offer a close analysis of some of Althusser’s specific inter-

The second point concerns Haider’s elaborate and

pretations of Marx’s writings which will allow the reader

distracting justification of the use of theatrical motifs in

to appreciate the questionable theoretical foundations

Reading Capital. As Haider observes, the focal point of

upon which Haider’s energetic advocacy for Althusser’s

my critique is Étienne Balibar’s claim that Marx presents

project ultimately rests.

‘individuals’ as ‘nothing more than masks’.4 I argued that

But it is first necessary to briefly address two tan-

this elides the systematic distinction that Marx makes

gentially related arguments in Haider’s response before

between concrete individuals and forms of appearance,

turning to Marx. The first is his bombastic opening sally.

and thereby obfuscates the critical import of Marx’s the-

He avers that my ‘argument is undermined by a surpris-

atrical metaphor. When Marx uses the term ‘character

ingly chauvinistic insistence on the superiority of Ger-

mask’ in Capital, the distinction between the concrete

man over French thought’. Haider does not substantiate

human being and the mask that it bears is grammatic-

this damning thesis with any specific passages from my

ally unambiguous: ‘Humans confront each other … in

article, but he presumably has in mind my remark that

character masks’; ‘The economic character masks cling

French and English interpretations of Marx in the 1960s

to [festhängen] a human’; they ‘stick to’ [ankleben] their

‘fail to appreciate the relation of freedom and necessity

bearer.5 Marx even lampoons the narrow-mindedness

that is insisted upon in Marx’s work’, which is rooted in

of bourgeois ideologues who are unable to differenti-

the ‘German philosophical tradition’ (19). Or perhaps

ate the character mask from its bearer.6 I therefore de-

he is thinking of my assertion that the ‘German inter-

scribed Balibar’s conflation of the concrete individual

pretation of Marx’ – in the context of the article, the

with its form of appearance as a misinterpretation, an

Frankfurt School – is more capable of understanding the

error. Haider states that ‘this is not an error but the point

links that bind Marx’s work with ‘the nation’s philosoph-

of Balibar’s argument’, and then shows how the identity

ical history’ (26). The point of these passing remarks is to

of existence and appearance plays a fundamental role in

underscore the fact that the philosophers trained in the

Balibar’s social theory. That may be so, but this claim

specifically and profoundly German context of Marx’s

appears as part of the general attempt in Reading Capital
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to rescue Marx’s writings from a century of misinterpret-

of its own, as it were; it exercises explanatory priority

ation. Unless it is textually substantiated, it deserves to

over the individuals who paradoxically bring it into ex-

be called an error.

istence through their conscious practical activity. This

Haider then provides an illuminating conceptual his-

distinction between the efficient and final causes of so-

tory of the ‘mask’. There is much sleight of hand in this

cial action is already common in Scottish Enlightenment

section of his argument. His intention is to establish

philosophy and Hegel’s social theory.

the philological connection between ‘person’ and ‘mask’

The question that distinguishes the Frankfurt and

in order to undermine my claim that ‘there has to be

Parisian interpretations of Marx is whether a society

an underlying person who wears a mask.’ This would

that unfolds independently of individuals, who are con-

be persuasive if this were my claim. However, I state,

ditioned by society to recognise themselves as the cause

‘it is as wearers of masks that individuals confront one

of their actions, should be seen as an immanent contra-

another on a market, which suggests that individuals are

diction or an insoluble disparity between ‘the imaginary’

not identical with these masks’ (21; emphasis added).

and ‘the real’. This is a dramatic difference, and Marx’s

Crucially, my entire paper rests upon this distinction

own position is unambiguous. He describes bourgeois

between the concrete individual and its mask, not the per-

society as ‘a social formation in which the process of pro-

son and the mask, rendering much of Haider’s argument

duction has mastery over men, instead of the opposite.’8

irrelevant. Furthermore, his philological illustrations

The ‘alien and independent character’ that society as-

are oddly chosen. He notes, for example, that Thomas

sumes in relation to individuals proves that they ‘are still

Hobbes developed a theory of the ‘person’ as a repres-

engaged in the creation of the conditions of their social

entative who acts on behalf of another. This, according

life’ and have thus ‘not yet begun … to live it.’9 Marx la-

to Haider, ‘dismantles our common sense that empirical

ments that the ‘point of departure’ in modern society is a

individuals adopt discrete masks … our faces are already

‘power over the individuals which has become autonom-

masks.’ But Hobbes’ point is precisely the opposite: his

ous’ instead of the ‘free social individual’.10 When the

theory of representation is built upon the distinction

latter is the point of departure, ‘the shape of the social

between the ‘natural person’ – the empirical individual

labour process casts off its mystical veil of fog.’ The rela-

who is the author of their own words – and the ‘artificial

tions between individuals become ‘transparent in their

person’, who represents others. Hobbes’ social contract

simplicity’.11

theory would not make any sense if it were not possible
to distinguish between these two kinds of persons.

Althusser consistently rejects these remarks found
on every other page of the mature Marx as naïve, ideolo-

It is a mistake to try to map these early modern polit-

gical, unscientific. In Haider’s words, these remarks en-

ical categories onto Marx’s work, since it encourages one

dorse a ‘fantasy of the transparency of social relations’, or

to assume that the central question animating academic

a ‘pre-Hegelian, quasi-Rousseauian notion’. On the con-

discussions of Marx today concerns whether or not indi-

trary, this recurrent tension between the social structure

viduals who carry out modern social processes are the

and the broken promise it conditions is what constitutes

‘authors’ of the latter. No serious reader of Marx would ar-

Marx’s critique of political economy as an ‘immanent

gue this. The fact that individuals are not the authors of

critique’, whose formula, as Rahel Jaeggi explicates it in

society, that modern society develops through what Marx

her recent work, ‘takes as its starting point the claims

calls natural-spontaneous [naturwüchsige] processes, was

and conditions posited together with a form of life; it

a methodological point of departure for the Frankfurt

responds to the problems and crises that arise in this

interpretation of Marx in the 1960s. As Marx makes clear

context, and it derives from this in particular the trans-

in the Grundrisse, the capitalist social totality arises out

formative potential that goes beyond the practices in

of ‘the mutual influence of conscious individuals on one

question and seeks to transform them.’12

another’, and yet these interactions ‘produce an alien

The transformative potential in Marx’s work consists

social power standing above them, produce their mu-

in the fact that it treats the ‘alien social power’ that

tual interaction as a process and power independent of

confronts the individuals in bourgeois society as some-

7

them.’ Bourgeois society as an organic totality has a life
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thing that is both conditioned by the forms of interaction

within this society – namely, a society organised around

of Political Economy’, Marx addresses the distinction

free commodity exchange – as well as an impediment to

between the scientific investigation of economic categor-

the realisation of the robust criterion of freedom with

ies [Forschung] and the logical presentation of the latter

which this society justifies its own existence. When free-

[Darstellung]. The import of this distinction arises from

dom as a norm in bourgeois society is confronted with

the fact that the complex categories that the researcher

the illumination its own structural impossibility, the at-

encounters at the end of a process of progressive concep-

tendant dissatisfaction becomes a potential ferment of

tual abstraction are in fact logical presuppositions of the

social transformation.

seemingly more basic categories encountered at the out-

Haider is right to draw attention to Althusser’s novel

set of research. The result of this process, the ‘thought-

conception of historical time and structural causality,

totality’ [Gedankentotalität], or the intellectual grasp of

which are not given careful consideration in my essay,

the whole of society, ‘appears in the process of thinking,

for this is where the chasm that separates Reading Cap-

therefore, as a process of concentration, as a result, not

ital from Marx’s writings is most obvious. Althusser sub-

as a point of departure, even though it is the point of de-

stantiates these ideas with the assistance of quotations

parture in reality and hence also the point of departure

from Marx’s introduction to the Grundrisse, and it is thus

for observation and conception.’13 This entire section of

worth examining these passages in detail in order to fur-

the Grundrisse is clearly modelled on the introduction to

ther determine why the ‘idiosyncratic understanding of

Hegel’s Philosophy of Right, in which Hegel justifies his

Hegel’ that I attribute to the Frankfurt School ‘should be

phenomenological presentation of categories: ‘What is

accepted as more legitimate than Althusser’s far more

actual, the shape which the concept assumes, is … from

delimited reading.’

our point of view only the subsequent and further stage,

In the section of this introduction titled ‘The Method

even if it should itself come first in actuality.’14 For Marx
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as for Hegel, the goal is to understand all of the ‘inner

importantly, Marx’s conception of the capitalist totality

connections’ of the social organism so that it ‘appears

as an organic whole – a ‘real subject’ encompassing a

15

as if we have before us an a priori construction’.

Des-

complex interconnection of political institutions, social

pite this affinity, Marx criticises Hegel’s overestimation

relations and economic transactions – has nothing to do

of thought as such – hyperbolically, but that is neither

with what Spinoza intends by the attribute of ‘extension’.

here nor there – and emphasises that in his own method,

Althusser’s forced connection is like someone trying to

‘the real subject [das reale Subjekt]’, namely society as

explain climate change by arguing that the earth revolves

self-developing organic whole, ‘retains its autonomous

around the sun.21

existence outside the head just as before’, and ‘must be
kept in mind as a presupposition’.
This point is banal.
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Marx’s other intention in this methodological section of the Grundrisse is to explain the counterintuitive

It was a commonplace in

relationship between the historical development of eco-

nineteenth-century German historiography to fore-

nomic categories and the order of their logical priority

ground the hiatus irrationalis that separates the historical

in modern, bourgeois society. Marx notes, for example,

entity as it is in-itself from the researcher’s conceptual

that landed property is a feature of many different modes

reconstruction of the latter. One thinks of Max Weber’s

of production, and that this therefore seems like a reas-

later definition of an ‘ideal-type’ as a ‘thought construct’

onable starting point in elucidating the economic com-

[Gedankenbild] which ‘cannot be found empirically any-

plexity of bourgeois society. However, the progression

17

But Althusser, interpreting this page

of modes of production do not follow in an accretive

of the Grundrisse, has hallucinations of Spinoza, and calls

manner, such that a category like landed property would

upon this vision as evidence for the lack of continuity

remain a bedrock of later modes, but rather the structure

between Hegel and Marx. ‘Spinoza warned us that the

of the contemporary mode of production exercises lo-

object of knowledge or essence was in itself absolutely

gical priority over the economic categories handed down

distinct from the real object’, Althusser writes, astonish-

from earlier stages. This is what Marx means when he

ingly and inexplicably mistranslating Marx’s ‘the real

writes that the logical sequence of economic categories is

subject’ as ‘the real object’ [l’objet réel] and thus misun-

‘precisely the opposite’ of their historical emergence.22

derstanding the entire point of Marx’s critique of Hegel.18

Marx concludes this point by stating, ‘in all forms of

Althusser continues: ‘for, to repeat [Spinoza’s] famous

society there is one specific kind of production which

aphorism, the two objects must not be confused: the idea

predominates over the rest, whose relations thus assign

of a circle, which is the object of knowledge, must not

rank and influence to the others. It is a general illumina-

be confused with the circle, which is the real object’.19

tion which bathes all the other colours and modifies their

Althusser has in mind a scholium in the Ethics in which

particularity. It is a particular ether which determines

Spinoza develops his theory of attributes. It states:

the specific gravity of every being which has materialised

where in reality’.

Thinking substance and extended substance are one and
the same substance, comprehended now under this attribute, now under that. … For example, a circle existing
in Nature and the idea of the existing circle—which is also
in God—are one and the same thing, explicated through
different attributes.20

It appears that Althusser does not understand the
basic principles of Spinoza’s metaphysics. Spinoza does
not claim that things comprehended under the attribute
of extension are more ‘real’ than things comprehended
under the attribute of thought; the intention of his philosophical treatise is to show that thought and extension,
which for Descartes were discrete substances, are in fact
two ways of perceiving one and the same thing. But more
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within it.’23
Althusser cites the first of these three sentences, with
its reference to ‘rank and influence’, to justify his fanciful
theory of a non-Hegelian whole: a ‘decentred’ structure
with ‘levels’ or ‘regions’, each with its own ‘peculiar time’.
Each of these levels, among which one finds ‘the political superstructure’, ‘philosophy’, ‘aesthetic productions’
and ‘scientific formations’, is ‘relatively autonomous’ and
each thus contains its own ‘historical existence’ which
is ‘punctuated with peculiar rhythms’. These different
levels are related to each other according to ‘a certain
type of articulation of the whole’ in its ‘articulated decentricity’.24 These are the passages to which Haider
refers when he endorses Althusser’s ‘theory of disloca-

tions between temporalities’. It is hard to know how to

of capitalist forms of appearance.

evaluate what is essentially a creative writing exercise.

When I go to ‘purchase commodities’, for example, at

Nothing in Marx’s text lends credence to this vision of

a grocery store, I appear to the personification of capital

intertwined spheres of cultural production with poly-

– the hierarchy of managers employed in the capitalist’s

rhythmic temporalities, and Haider follows Althusser’s

stead – as the bearer of money. This causes all of the

lead by enthusiastically repackaging these ideas without

higher-level employees at the store to eye me with an

providing any evidentiary textual sources that would lend

artificially obsequious gaze, which reciprocally colours

to support to this interpretation.

my self-understanding with entitlement. I do not ap-

Marx’s simple but profound point suggests the op-

pear as the bearer of money to the checkout operator

posite: ‘capital is the all-dominating economic power

– it is her boss to whom she sells her services – but in

of bourgeois society’, and therefore all other economic

the mask of surveillance, indirectly connected to her em-

categories in modern society must be subsumed under its

ployer through the feedback channels available to me if I

logic.

25

Indeed, how does Althusser account for Marx’s

choose to vent my dissatisfaction with her performance.

evocative description of the capitalist mode of produc-

The mediation of our social interaction by the logic of

tion as an ‘ether’ which ‘determines the specific gravity of

the modern capitalist enterprise is legible in her tone;

every being which has materialised within it’? This would

it is why she says ‘hello’ with an adept synthesis of fear

seem to deprive ‘scientific formations’, ‘aesthetic produc-

and gracious servility. It is also why, when I show up

tions’ and whatever else might be considered of their

in her lane towards the end of her shift, she masks her

relatively autonomous rhythm; it would seem to suggest

frustration with a grimace of hospitality in the form of a

nothing other than an ‘expressive totality’. Althusser re-

cryptic and tight-lipped ‘find everything okay?’ to which

sponds by lamenting that Marx was not able to complete

I respond with a terse and apologetic ‘yes, thanks’, pained

his scientific achievement ‘without completely avoiding

by her dissimulated expression and wondering whether I

a relapse into earlier schemata’.26 Althusser’s reading

still have time to choose another lane without arousing

of Marx proudly endorses one sentence for every two

her supervisor’s suspicion.

sentences that are deemed anachronistic because they

Society is nearly at the point of collapsing under the

do not conform to the Parisian scientific paradigm of the

weight of anxiety concentrated in such moments of our

1960s.

lives. The aim of Critical Theory is to give society a push,

A necessary consequence of this rejection of ‘express-

or in the words of Marx, to ‘shorten and lessen the birth-

ive causality’ is Althusser’s inability to relate the dra-

pangs’, to assist this ailing mode of production in its

matic texture of modern life to the economic structure

ever-miscarried generation of a new form of life. When

of the whole. Adorno was attracted to the concept of the

Haider claims that ‘an unsettling aspect of our “lived ex-

‘character mask’ because it grounds the universality of

perience” is shock or disgust at the sight of a human face’,

being-for-another – the performative character of mod-

he pulls from the playbook of mid-century existentialist

ern life – in the universality of commodity exchange.27

kitsch in order to transfigure these birth-pangs into a

Althusser and his collaborators, in their attempt to ex-

transhistorical feature of the conditio humana.

tract a general scientific theory from Capital, sacrifice

It is time to give Capital another chance. This does

this historically contingent nature of Marx’s critical con-

not require that one harbour illusions about the capacity

cepts in order to make transhistorical claims about exist-

for individuals to spontaneously act; individuals who

ence and appearance. What then is the point of reading

appear on the stage of modern history should still be

Marx? Haider aspires to something like a Marxian cul-

treated as personifications of economic categories. But

tural criticism when he writes: ‘As an already existing

there is no reason that this treatment should fall short of

person, I put a mask endowed with its own autonomous

the dynamic complexity that one finds in the description

existence on my already existing face, to work, purchase

of characters who appear on the pages of a Virginia Woolf

commodities, or perform in a play.’ But this still lags

novel. Critical Theory begins in the checkout lane.

considerably behind the calibre of analysis that is possible when one seriously examines Marx’s development

Kyle Baasch is a PhD student at the University of Minnesota.
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